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Abstract

The theory of frames normal for general connections on differentiable bundles is developed. Links
with the existing theory of frames normal for covariant derivative operators (linear connections) in
vector bundles are revealed. The existence of bundle coordinates normal at a given point and/or
along injective horizontal path is proved. A necessary and sufficient condition of existence of bundle
coordinates normal along injective horizontal mappings is derived.
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1. Introduction

In general, frames and coordinates in which some geometrical object has vanishing
components are called “normal”; in particular, these can be the coefficients of a linear
connection on a manifold or in vector bundle. As a result of that, some objects look
in them like in a “flat” or “Euclidean” case, which significantly simplifies certain cal-
culations, formulae, their interpretation, etc. For instance, the normal frames for linear
connections turn to be the mathematical object for description of the inertial frames of
reference in physics, in which some effects of a force field, like the gravity one, locally
disappear.

The history of the theory of normal coordinates and frames goes back to 1854. The major
classical results concerning the normal coordinates for linear connections are summarize
in the table below.

Year Person Result and original reference

1854 B. Riemann Existence and construction of (‘Riemannian’) coordinates in a Riemannian
manifold which are normal at a single point[1]

1922 O. Veblen Existence and construction of (‘Riemannian normal’) coordinates in a manifold
with torsionless linear connection which are normal at a single point[2]

1922 E. Fermi Existence of (‘Fermi’) coordinates in a Riemannian manifold which are normal
along a path without self-intersections[3]

1926 T. Levi-Civita Explicit transformation to the Fermi coordinates along paths without
self-intersections[4]

1927 L.P. Eisenhart Existence and construction of particular kind of (‘Fermi’) coordinates on a
manifold with torsionless linear connection which are normal along a path without
self-intersections[5]

1958 L. O’Raifeartaigh Necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of coordinates normal on
submanifold of a manifold with torsionless linear connection. If such coordinates
exist, a particular example of them (‘Fermi coordinates’) is constructed[6]

In [7–9] the normal frames were introduced and studied for derivations, in particular for
linear connections, with generally non-vanishing curvature and torsion on a differentiable
manifold. Then these objects were investigated for derivations and linear connections in
vector bundles[10]. At last, the paper[11] explores them for linear transports along paths
in vector bundles. The present work is devoted to the introduction and some properties of
normal frames and coordinates for general connections on fibre bundles whose bundle and
base spaces are differentiable manifolds.

The layout of the work is as follows. In Section2 is collected some introductory material
needed for our exposition. Here some of our notation is fixed too.

Section3 is devoted to the general connection theory on bundles whose base and bun-
dles spaces are differentiable manifolds. In Section3.1 are reviewed some coordinates
and frames/bases on the bundle space which are compatible with the fibre structure of
a bundle. Section3.2 deals with the general connection theory. A connection on a bun-
dle is defined as a distribution on its bundle space which is complimentary to the verti-
cal distribution on it. The notion of specialized frame is introduced. Frames adapted to
specialized frames, in particular to local bundle coordinates, are defined and the local (2-
index) coefficients in them of a connection are defined and their transformation law is
derived.
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The theory of normal frames for connections on bundles is considered in Sections4–6.
Section4 deals with the general case. Loosely said, an adapted frame is called normal if
the 2-index coefficients of a connection vanish in it (on some set). It happens that a frame
is normal if and only if it coincides with the frame it is adapted to. The set of these frames
is completely described in the most general case. The problems of existence, uniqueness,
etc. of normal frames adapted to holonomic frames, i.e. adapted to local coordinates, are
discussed in Section5. If such frames exist, their general form is described. The existence
of frames normal at a given point and/or along an injective horizontal path is proved. The
flatness of a connection on an open set is pointed as a necessary condition of existence of
(locally) holonomic frames normal on that set. Some links between the general theory of
normal frames and the existing one of normal frames in vector bundles are given in Section
6. It is proved that a frame is normal on a vector bundle with linear connection if and only if
in it vanish the 3-index coefficients of the connection. The equivalence of the both theories
on vector bundles is established.

Section7 ends the paper with some concluding remarks.
In Appendix A is formulated and proved a necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of coordinates normal along injective mappings with non-vanishing horizontal
component, in particular along injective horizontal mappings.

2. Preliminaries

This section contains an introductory material, notation, etc. that will be needed for our
exposition. The reader is referred for details to standard books on differential geometry, like
[12–14].

A differentiable finite-dimensional manifold over a fieldK will be denoted typically by
M. HereK stands for the fieldR of real or the fieldC of complex numbers,K = R,C. The
manifolds we consider are supposed to be smooth of classC2.1 The set of vector fields,
realized as first order differential operators, overM will be denoted byX(M). The space
tangent toM atp ∈ M is Tp(M) and (T (M), πT ,M) will stand for the tangent bundle over
M. The value ofX ∈ X(M) atp ∈ M isXp ∈ Tp(M).

If M andM̄ are manifolds andf : M̄ → M is aC1 mapping, thenf∗ := df : T (M̄) →
T (M) denotes the induced tangent mapping (or differential) off such that, forp ∈ M,
f∗|p := df |p : Tp(M̄) → Tf (p)(M) and, for aC1 functiong onM, (f∗(X))(g) := X(g ◦ f ) :
p �→ f∗|p(g) = Xp(g ◦ f ), with ◦ being the composition of mappings sign.

By J ⊆ R will be denoted an arbitrary real interval that can be open or closed at one
or both its ends. The notationγ : J → M represents an arbitrary path inM. For aC1 path
γ : J → M, the vector tangent toγ at s ∈ J will be denoted bẏγ(s) := (d/dt)|t=s(γ(t)) =
γ∗((d/dr)|s) ∈ Tγ(s)(M), wherer in (d/dr)|s is the standard coordinate function onR, i.e.
r : R→ R with r(s) := s for all s ∈ R and hencer = idR is the identity mapping ofR. If

1 Some of our definitions or/and results are valid also forC1 or evenC0 manifolds, but we do not want to overload
the material with continuous counting of the required degree of differentiability of the manifolds involved. Some
parts of the text admit generalizations on more general spaces, like the topological ones, but this is out of the
subject of the present work.
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s0 ∈ J is an end point ofJ andJ is closed ats0, the derivative in the definition oḟγ(s0) is
regarded as a one-sided derivative ats0.

Let the Greek indicesλ,µ, ν, . . . run over the range 1, . . . ,dimM and{Eµ} be aC1

frame inT (M), i.e.Eµ ∈ X(M) be of classC1 and, for eachp ∈ M, the set{Eµ|p} to be

a basis of the vector spaceTp(M). 2 The Einstein’s summation convention, summation on
indices repeated on different levels over the whole range of their values, will be assumed
hereafter.

A frame {Eµ} or its dual coframe{Eµ} is calledholonomic (anholonomic) if Cλµν = 0
(Cλµν �= 0) for all (some) values of the indicesµ, ν, andλ, where the functionsCνµλ are
defined by [Eµ,Eν]− := Eµ ◦ Eν − Eν ◦ Eµ =: CλµνEλ; these functions are a measure of
deviation from a holonomic frame and are known as thecomponents of the anholonomy
object of {Eµ}. For a holonomic frame there always exist local coordinates{xµ} onM such
that locally Eµ = ∂/∂xµ andEµ = dxµ. Conversely, if{xµ} are local coordinates onM,
then the local frame{∂/∂xµ} and local coframe{dxµ} are well defined and holonomic on
the domain of{xµ}.

If n ∈ N andn ≤ dimM, ann-dimensionaldistribution∆ onM is defined as a mapping
∆ : p �→ ∆p assigning to eachp ∈ M ann-dimensional subspace∆p of the tangent space
Tp(M) of M atp,∆p ⊆ Tp(M). A distribution isintegrable if there is a submersionψ : M →
N such that Kerψ∗ = ∆; a necessary and locally sufficient condition for the integrability
of∆ is the commutator of every two vector fields in∆ to be in∆. We say that a vector field
X ∈ X(M) is in∆ and writeX ∈ ∆, if Xp ∈ ∆p for all p ∈ M. A basis on U ⊆ M for ∆
is a set{X1, . . . , Xn} of n linearly independent (relative to functionsU → K) vector fields
in ∆|U , i.e.{X1|p, . . . , Xn|p} is a basis for∆p for all p ∈ U.

A distribution is convenient to be described in terms of (global) frames or/and coframes
overM. In fact, if p ∈ M and� = 1, . . . , n, in each∆p ⊆ Tp(M), we can choose a basis
{X�|p} and hence a frame{X�}, X� : p �→ X�|p, in {∆p : p ∈ M} ⊆ T (M); we say that
{Xρ} is a basis for/in∆. Conversely, any collection ofn linearly independent (relative
to functionsM → K) vector fieldsX� on M defines a distributionp �→ {∑n

�=1 f
�X�|p :

f� ∈ K}. Consequently, a frame inT (M) can be formed by adding to a basis for∆ a set
of (dimM − n) new linearly independent vector fields (forming a frame inT (M) \ {∆p :
p ∈ M}) and v.v., by selectingn linearly independent vector fields onM, we can define a
distribution∆ on M.

3. Connections on bundles

Before presenting the general connection theory in Section3.2, we at first fix some
notation and concepts concerning fibre bundles in Section3.1.

2 There are manifolds, like the even-dimensional spheresS
2k , k ∈ N, which do not admit global, continuous

(and moreoverCk for k ≥ 1), and nowhere vanishing vector fields[15]. If this is the case, the considerations must
be localized over an open subset ofM on which such fields exist. We shall not overload our exposition with such
details.
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3.1. Coordinates and frames on the bundle space

Let (E,π,M) be a bundle with bundle spaceE, projectionπ : E → M, and base space
M. We suppose that the spacesM andE areC2 differentiable, if the opposite is not stated
explicitly,3 manifolds of finite dimensionsn ∈ N andn+ r, for somer ∈ N, respectively;
so the dimension of the fibresπ−1(x), with x ∈ M, i.e. the fibre dimensions of (E,π,M),
is r.

Let the Greek indicesλ,µ, ν, . . . run from 1 ton = dimM, the Latin indicesa, b, c, . . .
take the values fromn+ 1 to n+ r = dimE, and the uppercase Latin indicesI, J,K, . . .
take values in the whole set{1, . . . , n+ r}. One may call these types of indices respectively
base, fibre, and bundle indices.

Suppose{uI} = {uµ, ua} = {u1, . . . , un+r} are local bundle coordinates on an open set
U ⊆ E, i.e. on the setπ(U) ⊆ M there are local coordinates{xµ} such thatuµ = xµ ◦ π;
the coordinates{uµ} (resp.{ua}) are calledbasic (resp.fibre) coordinates [14]. 4

Further only coordinate changes

{uµ, ua} �→ {ũµ, ũa} (3.1a)

on E between bundle coordinates will be considered. This means that

ũµ(p) = fµ(u1(p), . . . , un(p)),

ũa(p) = fa(u1(p), . . . , un(p), un+1(p), . . . , un+r(p)) (3.1b)

for p ∈ E and some functionsf I . The bundle coordinates{uµ, ua} induce the (local) frame
{∂µ := ∂/∂uµ, ∂a := ∂/∂ua} overU in the tangent bundle spaceT (E) of the tangent bundle
over the bundle spaceE. Since a change(3.1)of the coordinates onE implies∂I �→ ∂̃I :=
∂/∂ũI = ∂uJ/∂ũI∂J , the transformation(3.1) leads to

(∂µ, ∂a) �→ (∂̃µ, ∂̃a) = (∂ν, ∂b) · A. (3.2)

Here expressions like (∂µ, ∂a) are shortcuts for ordered (n+ r)-tuples like (∂1, . . . , ∂n+r) =
([∂µ]nµ=1, [∂a]

n+r
a=n+1), the centered dot· stands for the matrix multiplication, and the trans-

formation matrixA is

A :=
[
∂uI

∂ũJ

]n+r
I,J=1

=


[
∂uν

∂ũµ

]
0n×r[

∂ub

∂ũµ

] [
∂ub

∂ũa

]

 =:

[
∂uν

∂ũµ
0

∂ub

∂ũµ
∂ub

∂ũa

]
, (3.3)

where 0n×r is then× r zero matrix. Besides, in expressions of the form∂IaI , like the one in
the r.h.s. of(3.2), the summation excludes differentiation, i.e.∂Ia

I := aI∂I =∑I a
I∂I ; if

3 Most of our considerations are valid also ifC1 differentiability is assumed and even some of them hold on
C0 manifolds. By assumingC2 differentiability, we skip the problem of counting the required differentiability
class of the whole material that follows. Sometimes, theC2 differentiability is required explicitly, which is a
hint that a statement or definition is not valid otherwise. If we want to emphasize that some text is valid under
aC1 differentiability assumption, we indicate that fact explicitly. However, the proofs ofLemmas 5.1 and A.1,
Proposition 5.3and all assertions inAppendix ArequireC3 differentiability, which will be indicated explicitly.

4 If (U, v) is a bundle chart, withv : U → K
n ×Kr andea : Kr → K are such thatea(c1, . . . , cr) = ca ∈ K,

then one can putua = ea ◦ pr2 ◦ v, where pr2 : Kn ×Kr → K
r is the projection on the second multiplierKr .
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a differentiation really takes place, we write∂I (aI ) :=∑I ∂I (a
I ). This rule allows a lot of

formulae to be written in a compact matrix form, like(3.2). The explicit form of the matrix
inverse to(3.3) is A−1 = [∂ũI/∂uJ ] = · · · and it is obtained from(3.3) via the change
u ↔ ũ.

The formula(3.2) can be generalized for arbitrary frames{eI} = {eµ, ea} and {ẽI} =
{ẽµ, ẽa} in T (E) whoseadmissible changes are given by

(eI ) = (eµ, ea) �→ (ẽI ) = (ẽµ, ẽa) = (eν, eb) · A, (3.4)

whereA = [AIJ ] is a nondegenerate matrix-valued function with a block structure similar
to (3.3), viz.

A =


 [Aνµ]nµ,ν=1 0n×r

[Abµ] µ = 1, . . . , n

b = n+ 1, . . . , n+ r

[Aba]
n+r
a,b=n+1


 =:

[
Aνµ 0

Abµ A
b
a

]
(3.5a)

with inverse matrix

A−1 =
(

[Aνµ]−1 0

−[Aab]
−1 · [Aaµ] · [Aνµ]−1 [Aab]

−1

)
. (3.5b)

HereAaµ : U → Kand [Aνµ] and [Aab] are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions onU such
that [Aνµ] is constant on the fibres ofE, i.e., forp ∈ E, Aνµ(p) depends only onπ(p) ∈ M,
which is equivalent to any one of the equationsAνµ = Bνµ ◦ π and∂Aνµ/∂u

a = 0, with [Bνµ]
being a nondegenerate matrix-valued function onπ(U) ⊆ M. Obviously,(3.2)corresponds
to (3.4)with eI = ∂/∂uI , ẽI = ∂/∂ũI , andAJI = ∂uJ/∂ũI .

All frames{ẽI} onE connected via(3.4)–(3.5)which are (locally) obtainable from holo-
nomic ones{eI}, induced by bundle coordinates, via admissible changes, will be referred
asbundle frames. Only such frames will be employed in the present work.

3.2. Connection theory

From a number of equivalent definitions of a connection on differentiable manifold[16,
Sections 2.1 and 2.2], we shall use the following one.

Definition 3.1. A connection on a bundle (E,π,M) is ann = dimM- dimensional distri-
bution∆h on E such that, for eachp ∈ E and thevertical distribution ∆v defined by

∆v : p �→ ∆vp := Tı(p)(π
−1(π(p))) ∼= Tp(π−1(π(p))) (3.6)

with ı : π−1(π(p)) → E being the inclusion mapping, is fulfilled

∆vp ⊕∆hp = Tp(E), (3.7)

where∆h : p �→ ∆hp ⊆ Tp(E) and⊕ is the direct sum sign. The distribution∆h is called

horizontal and symbolically we write∆v ⊕∆h = T (E).

A vector at a pointp ∈ E (resp. avector field on E) is said to bevertical or horizontal
if it (resp. its value atp) belongs to∆vp or∆hp, respectively, for the given (resp. any) point
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p. A vectorYp ∈ Tp(E) (resp. vector fieldY ∈ X(E)) is called ahorizontal lift of a vector
Xπ(p) ∈ Tπ(p)(M) (resp.vector field X ∈ X(M) onM = π(E)) if π∗(Yp) = Xπ(p) for the
given (resp. any) pointp ∈ E. Sinceπ∗|∆hp : ∆hp → Tπ(p)(M) is a vector space isomorphism
for all p ∈ E [14, Section 1.24], any vector inTπ(p)(M) (resp. vector field inX(M)) has a
unique horizontal lift inTp(E) (resp.X(E)).

As a result of(3.7), any vectorYp ∈ Tp(E) (resp. vector fieldY ∈ X(E)) admits a
unique representationYp = Yvp ⊕ Yhp (resp.Y = Yv ⊕ Yh) with Yvp ∈ ∆vp and Yhp ∈ ∆hp
(resp.Yv ∈ ∆v andYh ∈ ∆h). If the distributionp �→ ∆hp is differentiable of classCm,

m ∈ N ∪ {0,∞, ω}, it is said that theconnection∆h is (differentiable) of class Cm. A con-
nection∆h is of classCm if and only if, for everyCm vector fieldY on E, the verticalYv

and horizontalYh vector fields are of classCm.
Let us now look on a connections∆h on a bundle (E,π,M) from a view point of (local)

frames and their dual coframes onE. Let {eµ} be a basis for∆h, i.e.eµ ∈ ∆h and{eµ|p} is

a basis for∆hp for all p ∈ E.

Definition 3.2. A frame{eI} in T (E) overE is calledspecialized for a connection∆h if the
first n = dimM of its vector fields{eµ} form a basis for the horizontal distribution∆h and
its lastr = dimπ−1(x), x ∈ M, vector fields{ea} form a basis for the vertical distribution
∆v.

It is a simple, but important, fact that the specialized frames are (up to renumbering)
the most general ones which respect the splitting ofT (E) into vertical and horizontal
components. Suppose{eI} is a specialized frame. Then the general element of the set of all
specialized frames is (see(3.4))

(ēµ, ēa) = (eν, eb) ·
[
Aνµ 0

0 Aba

]
= (Aνµeν, A

b
aeb), (3.8)

where [Aνµ]nµ,ν=1 and [Aba]
n+r
a,b=n+1 are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions onE, which

are constant on the fibres of (E,π,M), i.e. we can setAνµ = Bνµ ◦ π andAba = Bba ◦ π for
some non-degenerate matrix-valued functions [Bνµ] and [Bba] on M.

Sinceπ∗|∆h : {X ∈ ∆h} → X(M) is an isomorphism, any basis{εµ} for ∆h defines a
basis{Eµ} of X(M) such that

Eµ = π∗|∆h (εµ), (3.9)

and v.v., a basis{Eµ} for X(M) induces a basis{εµ} for ∆h via

εµ = (π∗|∆h )−1(Eµ). (3.10)

Thus a ‘horizontal’ change

εµ �→ ε̄µ = (Bνµ ◦ π)εν, (3.11)

which is independent of a ‘vertical’ one given by

εa �→ ε̄a = (Bba ◦ π)εb (3.12)
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with {εa} being a basis for∆v, is equivalent to the transformation

Eµ �→ Ēµ = BνµEν (3.13)

of the basis{Eµ} for X(M), related via(3.9) to the basis{εµ} for ∆h. Here [Bνµ] and [Bba]
are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions onM.

As π∗(εa) = 0 ∈ X(M), the ‘vertical’ transformations(3.12) do not admit interpreta-
tion analogous to the ‘horizontal’ ones(3.11). However, in a case of avector bundle
(E,π,M), they are tantamount to changes of frames in the bundle spaceE, i.e. of the
bases for Sec (E,π,M). To show this, define a mappingv by

v : Sec (E,π,M) → {vector fields in∆v},

v : Y �→ Yv : p �→ Yv|p := d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

(p+ tYπ(p)), (3.14)

i.e. v sends a sectionY ∈ Sec (E,π,M) of the vector bundle (E,π,M) to a vector field
v(Y ) =: Yv ∈ X(E) such thatYv atp ∈ E is the vector tangent to the patht �→ p+ tYπ(p),
t ∈ R, at the pointp, that is att = 0; sinceπ(p+ tYπ(p)) ≡ π(p) for all t ∈ R, due top ∈
π−1(π(p)) andYπ(p) ∈ π−1(π(p)), we haveπ∗((d/dt)|t=0(p+ tYπ(p))) = 0 which means
thatYvp ∈ ∆vp for all p ∈ E, i.e.Yv is a vertical vector field onE. Since the mappingv is a
linear isomorphism[14], the sections

Ea = v−1(εa) (3.15)

form a basis for Sec (E,π,M) as the vertical vector fieldsεa form a basis for∆v. Conversely,
any basis{Ea} for the sections of (E,π,M) induces a basis{εa} for ∆v such that

εa = v(Ea). (3.16)

As v andv−1 are linear, the change(3.12)is equivalent to the transformation

Ea �→ Ēa = BbaEb (3.17)

of the frame{Ea} in E related to{εa} via (3.15). In this way, we see thatthere is a bijective
correspondence between the set of specialized frames {εI} = {εµ, εa} on a vector bundle
(E,π,M) and the set of pairs ({Eµ}, {Ea}) of frames {Eµ} on T (M) over M and {Ea} on
E over M.5 Since conceptually the frames inT (M) andE are easier to be understood and
in some cases have a direct physical interpretation, one often works with the pair ({Eµ =
π∗|∆h (εµ)}, {Ea = v−1(εa)}) of frames instead with a specialized frame{εI} = {εµ, εa};
for instance{Eµ} and{Ea} can be completely arbitrary frames inT (M) andE, respectively,
while the specialized frames represent only a particular class of frames inT (E).

One canmutatis mutandis localize the above considerations whenM is replaced with an
open subsetUM in M andE is replaced withU = π−1(UM). Such a localization is important

5 It should be mentioned the evident fact that a frame{Eµ} in T (M) overM is also a basis for the moduleX(M)
of vector fields overM and hence is a basis for the set Sec (T (M), πT ,M) of section of the bundle tangent toM,
due toX(M) = Sec (T (M), πT ,M). Similarly, a frame{Ea} on E overM is a basis for the set Sec (E,π,M) of
sections of the vector bundle (E,π,M).
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when the bases/frames considered are connected with some local coordinates or when they
should be smooth.6

Let {eI} be a frame inT (E) defined over an open setU ⊆ E and such that{ea|p} is a
basis for the space Tp(π−1(π(p))) tangent to the fibre through p ∈ U. Then we can write
the expansion

(eUµ, e
U
a ) = (Dνµeµ +Daµea,D

b
aeb) = (eν, eb) ·

(
[Dνµ] 0

[Dbµ] [Dba]

)
, (3.18)

where{eUI } is aspecialized frame inT (U), [Dνµ] and [Dba] are non-degenerate matrix-valued
functions onU, andDaµ : U → K.

Definition 3.3. The specialized frame{XI} overU in T (U), obtained from(3.18)via an
admissible transformation(3.4)with matrix

A =
(

[Dµν ]−1 0

0 [Dab]
−1

)
,

is calledadapted to the frame {eI} for ∆h.7

The frame{XI} adapted to{eI} is independent of the choice of the specialized frame
{eUI } in (3.18)and can alternatively be defined byXµ = (π∗|∆h )−1 ◦ π∗(eµ) andXa = ea.

If {uI} are bundle coordinates onU, the frame{XI} adapted to the coordinate frame
{∂/∂uI} is said to beadapted to the coordinates {uI}.

According to(3.4), the adapted frame{XI} = {Xµ,Xa} is given by the equation

(Xµ,Xa) = (eν, eb) ·
[
δνµ 0

+Γ bµ δba

]
= (eµ + Γ bµeb, ea), (3.19)

where the functionsΓ aµ : U → K, called (2-index) coefficients of ∆h in {XI}, are defined
by

[Γ aµ] := +[Daν] · [Dνµ]−1. (3.20)

A change{eI} �→ {ẽI} with

(ẽµ, ẽa) = (eν, eb) ·
(

[Aνµ] 0

[Abµ] [Aba]

)
= (Aνµeν + Abµeb,A

b
aeb), (3.21)

where [Aνµ] and [Aba] are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions onU, which are constant
on the fibres of (E,π,M), andAbµ : U → K, entails the transformations (see(3.18)–(3.20))

6 Recall, not every manifold admits aglobal nowhere vanishingCm,m ≥ 0, vector field (see[15] or [17, Section
4.24]); e.g. such are the even-dimensional spheresS

2k , k ∈ N, in Euclidean space.
7 Recall, here and below the adapted frames are defined only with respect to frames{eI } = {eµ, ea} such that{ea}

is a basis for the vertical distribution∆v overU, i.e.{ea|p} is a basis for∆vp for all p ∈ U. Since∆v is integrable,
the relationea ∈ ∆v for all a = n+ 1, . . . , n+ r implies [ea, eb]− ∈ ∆v for all a, b = n+ 1, . . . , n+ r.
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(Xµ,Xa) �→ (X̃µ, X̃a) = (ẽµ + Γ̃ bµẽb, ẽa) = (AνµXν,A
b
aXb)

= (Xν,Xb) ·
[
Aνµ 0

0 Aba

]
, (3.22)

Γ aµ �→ Γ̃ aµ = ([Acd ]
−1)ab(Γ

b
ν A

ν
µ − Abµ) (3.23)

of the frame{XI} adapted to{eI} and of the coefficientsΓ aµ of ∆h in {XI}, i.e. {X̃I} is the
frame adapted to{ẽI} andΓ̃ aµ are the coefficients of∆h in {X̃I}.

Note 3.1. If {eI} and {ẽI} are adapted, thenAbµ = 0. If {YI} is a specialized frame, it is
adapted to any frame{eµ = AνµYν, ea = AbaYb} and hence any specialized frame can be
considered as an adapted one; in particular, any specialized frame is a frame adapted to
itself. Obviously, the coefficients of a connection identically vanish in a given specialized
frame considered as an adapted one. This leads to the concept of anormal frame to which
is devoted the present paper. Besides, from the above observation follows that the set of
adapted frames coincides with the one of specialized frames.

In particular, if{uI} and{ũI} are local bundle coordinates with non-empty intersection
of their domains, we can set

eI = ∂

∂uI
, ẽI = ∂

∂ũI
, (3.24)

which entails

Aνµ = ∂uν

∂ũµ
, Abµ = ∂ub

∂ũµ
, Aba = ∂ub

∂ũa
. (3.25)

So, when the holonomic choice(3.24)is made, the transformation(3.23)reduces to

Γ aµ �→ Γ̃ aµ =
(
∂ũa

∂ub
Γ bν + ∂ũa

∂uν

)
∂uν

∂ũµ
. (3.26)

Let (E,π,M) be avector bundle. According to the above-said in this section, anyadapted
frame{XI} = {Xµ,Xa} in T (E) is equivalent to a pair of frames inT (M) andE according
to

{Xµ,Xa} ↔ ({Eµ = π∗|∆h (Xµ)}, {Ea = v−1(Xa)}). (3.27)

Suppose{XI} and{X̃I} are two adapted frames. Then they are connected by (cf.(3.8)
and (3.22))

X̃µ = (Bνµ ◦ π)Xν, X̃a = (Bba ◦ π)Xb, (3.28)

where [Bνµ] and [Bba] are some non-degenerate matrix-valued functions onM. The pairs of
frames corresponding to them, in accordance with(3.27), are related via

Ẽµ = BνµEν, Ẽa = BbaEb (3.29)

and vice versa.
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In the vector bundles are used, as we shall do below, the so-called vector bundle coordi-
nates which are linear on their fibres and are constructed as follows (cf.[18, p. 30]).

Let {ea} be a frame inE over a subsetUM ⊆ M, i.e. {ea(x)} to be a basis inπ−1(x) for
all x ∈ UM . Then, for eachp ∈ π−1(UM), we have a unique expansionp = paea(π(p)) for
some numberspa ∈ K. Thevector fibre coordinates {ua} onπ−1(UM) induced (generated)
by the frame{ea} are defined viaua(p) := pa and hence can be identified with the elements
of the coframe{ea} dual to{ea}, i.e.ua = ea. Conversely, if{uI} are coordinates onπ−1(UM)
for someUM ⊆ M which are linear on the fibres overUM , then there is a unique frame{ea}
in π−1(UM) which generates{ua} as just described; indeed, consideringun+1, . . . , un+r
as 1-forms onπ−1(UM), one should define the frame{ea} required as a one whose dual is
{ua}, i.e. via the conditionsua(eb) = δab.

A collection{uI} of basic coordinates{uµ} and vector fibre coordinates{ua} onπ−1(UM)
is calledvector bundle coordinates onπ−1(UM). Only such coordinates onE will be em-
ployed in what follows.

The following result gives a full local description of the linear connections on vector
bundles.8 The importance of these connection comes from the fact that they are compatible
with the linear structure of the vector bundles and are the most widely used connections.

Proposition 3.1. Let∆h be a linear connection on a vector bundle (E,π,M) and {XI}be the
frame adapted for∆h to a frame {eI} such that {ea} is a basis for∆v. Let {uI} = {uµ, ua} be
vector bundle coordinates onU ⊆ E. Suppose that the frame {eI}, to which {XI} is adapted
to, is such that

(eµ, ea)|U = (∂ν, ∂b) ·
[

Bνµ ◦ π 0

(Bbcµ ◦ π) · uc Bba ◦ π

]

= ((Bνµ ◦ π)∂ν + ((Bbcµ ◦ π) · uc)∂b, (Bba ◦ π)∂b), (3.33)

8 A connection on a vector bundle is linear if the parallel transport generated by it is a linear mapping[19]. More
precisely, we recall the following two definitions.

Definition 3.4. Letγ : [σ, τ] → M, with σ, τ ∈ R andσ ≤ τ, andγ̄p be the unique horizontal lift ofγ in E passing
throughp ∈ π−1(γ([σ, τ])). Theparallel transport (translation, displacement) generated by (assigned to, defined
by) a connection∆h is a mappingP : γ �→ Pγ , assigning to the pathγ a mapping

Pγ : π−1(γ(σ)) → π−1(γ(τ)), γ : [σ, τ] → M (3.30)

such that, for eachp ∈ π−1(γ(σ)),

Pγ (p) := γ̄p(τ). (3.31)

Definition 3.5. A connection on a vector bundle is calledlinear if the assigned to it parallel transport is a linear
mapping along every path in the base space, i.e. if the mapping(3.30)is linear for all pathsγ : [σ, τ] → M in the
base, viz.

Pγ (ρX) = ρPγ (X), (3.32a)

Pγ (X+ Y ) = Pγ (X) + Pγ (Y ), (3.32b)

whereρ ∈ K andX, Y ∈ π−1(γ(σ)).
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where ∂I := ∂/∂uI , [Bνµ] and [Bba] are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions onπ(U),and

Bbcµ : π(U) → K. Then the 2-index coefficients Γ aµ of ∆h in {XI} have the representation

Γ aµ = −(Γ abµ ◦ π) · ub (3.34)

on U for some functions Γ abµ : π(U) → K, called 3-index coefficients of ∆h in {XI}.

Remark 3.1. The representation(3.34)is not valid for frames more general than the ones
given by(3.33). Precisely, Eq.(3.34) is valid if and only if (3.33) holds for some local
coordinates{uI} on U—see(3.23).

Remark 3.2. Since the vector fibre coordinatesua are 1-forms onU, the 2-index coefficients
(3.34)of a linear connection are also 1-forms on the bundle space.

Lemma 3.1 (cf. [19, p. 27]). Let (E,π,M) be a vector bundle, {uI} be vector bundle
coordinates on an open set U ⊆ E, and ∆h be a connection on it described in the frame
{XI}, adapted to {uI}, by its 2-index coefficients Γ aµ. The connection ∆h is linear if and
only if, for each p ∈ U,

Γ aµ(p) = −Γ abµ(π(p))ub(p) = −((Γ abµ ◦ π) · ub)(p), (3.35)

where Γ abµ : π(U) → K are some functions on the set π(U) ⊆ M and the minus sign before
Γ abµ in (3.35)is conventional.

Proof. Take aC1 pathγ : [σ, τ] → π(U) and consider the parallel transport equation

dγ̄ap(t)

dt
= Γ aµ(γ̄p(t))γ̇µ(t), (3.36)

whereγ̄p : [σ, τ] → U is the horizontal lift ofγ throughp ∈ π−1(γ(σ)), γ̄a := ua ◦ γ̄, and
γ̇µ(t) = d(xµ ◦ γ(t))/dt = d(uµ ◦ γ̄(t))/dt asuµ = xµ ◦ π for some coordinates{xµ} on
π(U).9

Sufficiency. If (3.35)holds,(3.36)is transformed into

dγ̄ap(t)

dt
= −Γ abµ(γ(t))γ̄bp(t)γ̇µ(t), (3.39)

9 If {ωI } = {ωµ = duµ, ωa = dua − Γ aµduµ} is the frame dual to{XI }, then the patḣγp is given as the unique
solution of the initial value problem

ωa( ˙̄γp) = 0, (3.37a)

γ̄p(t0) = p, (3.37b)

which is tantamount to

d(ua ◦ γ̄p(t))

dt
− Γ aµ(γ̄p(t))

d(xµ ◦ γ(t))

dt
= 0, (3.38a)

uI (γ̄p(t0)) = uI (p). (3.38b)

Eq.(3.38a)is (a form of) the parallel transport equation alongγ.
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which is a system ofr linear first order ordinary differential equations for ther functions
γ̄n+1
p , . . . , γ̄n+rp . According to the general theorems of existence and uniqueness of the

solutions of such systems[20], it has a unique solution

γ̄ap(t) = Yab (t)pb (3.40)

satisfying the initial condition̄γap(σ) = ua(p) =: pa, whereY = [Yab ] is the fundamental
solution of(3.39), i.e.

dY (t)

dt
= −[Γ abµ(γ(t))γ̇µ(t)]n+ra,b=n+1 · Y (t) Y (σ) = 1r×r = [δab]. (3.41)

The linearity of(3.30)in p follows from(3.40)for t = τ.
Necessity. Suppose(3.30) is linear inp for all pathsγ : [σ, τ] → π(U). Thenγ̄p(t) :=

Pγ|[σ,t] (p) is the horizontal lift ofγ|[σ, t] throughp and (cf.(3.40)) γ̄ap(t) = Aab(γ(t))pb for

someC1 functionsAab : π(U) → K. The substitution of this equation in(3.36)results into

∂Aab(x)

∂xµ

∣∣∣∣
x=γ(t)=π(γ̄p(t))

· γ̇µpb = Γ aµ(γ̄p(t))γ̇µ(t).

Sinceγ : [σ, τ] → M, we get Eq.(3.35)from here, fort = σ, withΓ abµ(x) = −(∂Aab(x)/∂x
µ)

for x ∈ π(U). �

Proof of proposition 3.1. If eI = ∂/∂uI for some bundle coordinates{uI} onE, the propo-
sition coincides withLemma 3.1. Writing (3.23)for the transformation{∂I} �→ {eI}, with
{eI} given by(3.33), we get(3.34)with

Γ abµ = ([Bed ]
−1)ac(

∂Γ cbνB
ν
µ + Bcbµ),

where ∂Γ abν are the 3-index coefficients of∆h in the frame adapted to the coordinates
{uI}. �

Let {XI} and{X̃I} be frames adapted to{eI} and{ẽI}, respectively, such that (cf.(3.33))

(ẽµ, ẽa) = (eν, eb) ·
[

Bνµ ◦ π 0

(Bbcµ ◦ π) · uc Bba ◦ π

]
, (3.42)

and∆h admits 3-index coefficients in{XI} and{X̃I}, which means that{eI} and{ẽI} are
obtainable from the frames{∂/∂uI} and{∂/∂ũI}, respectively, for some bundle coordinates
{uI} and{ũI} via equations like(3.33) (with ẽI for eI and ∂̃I for ∂I in the letter case) in
which theB’s need not be the same as in(3.42).10 Then, due to(3.23) and (3.34), the 3-index
coefficientsΓ abµ andΓ̃ abµ of ∆h in respectively{XI} and{X̃I} are connected by (see also
Footnote 10)

Γ̃ abµ = ([Bef ]−1)ac(Γ
c
dνB

ν
µ + Bcdµ)Bdb. (3.43)

10 Notice, from(3.42)follows that the vector fibre coordinates{ua} and{ũa} are connected byua = (Ba
b

◦ π) · ũb.
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It can easily be checked that the transformation{eI} �→ {ẽI}, with {ẽI} given by(3.42), is
the most general one that preserves the existence of 3-index coefficients of∆h provided they
exist in{eI} in a sense that, if{eI} is given by(3.33)(which leads to(3.34)) and{ẽI} is given
by (3.42), then there exist vector bundle coordinates{ũI} which generate{ẽI} according to
(3.33)with ẽI for eI , ∂̃I for ∂I and someB’s, which leads to(3.34)with Γ̃ for Γ and ũ
for u. Introducing the matricesΓµ := [Γ abµ]n+ra,b=n+1, Γ̃µ := [Γ̃ abµ]n+ra,b=n+1, B := [Bab], and
Bµ := [Babµ], we rewrite(3.43)as

Γ̃µ = B−1 · (ΓνB
ν
µ + Bµ) · B. (3.43′)

A little below (see the text after Eq.(3.45)), we shall prove that the compatibility of the
developed formalism with the theory of covariant derivatives requires further restrictions
on the general transformed frames(3.21)to the ones given by(3.42)with

Bµ = Ẽµ(B) · B−1 = BνµEν(B) · B−1, (3.44)

whereẼµ := π∗|∆h (X̃µ) = π∗|∆h ((Bνµ ◦ π)Xν) = BνµEν. In this case,(3.43′) reduces to

Γ̃µ = BνµB
−1 · (Γν · B + Eν(B)) = Bνµ(B−1 · Γν − Eν(B

−1)) · B. (3.45)

At last, a few words on the covariant derivatives operators∇ are in order. Without lost
of generality, we define such an operator

∇ : X(M) × Sec1(E,π,M) → Sec0(E,π,M), ∇ : (F, Y ) �→ ∇FY (3.46)

via the equations

∇F+GY = ∇FY + ∇GY, (3.47a)

∇fFY = f∇FY, (3.47b)

∇F (Y + Z) = ∇FY + ∇FZ, (3.47c)

∇F (fY ) = F (f ) · Y + f · ∇FY, (3.47d)

whereF,G ∈ X(M), Y,Z ∈ Sec1(E,π,M), andf : M → K is aC1 function. Suppose
{Eµ} is a basis forX(M) and {Ea} is a one for Sec1(E,π,M). Define thecomponents
Γ abµ : M → K of ∇ in the pair of frames ({Eµ}, {Ea}) by

∇Eµ (Eb) = Γ abµEa. (3.48)

Then(3.47)imply

∇FY = Fµ(Eµ(Ya) + Γ abµY
b)Ea

for F = FµEµ ∈ X(M) and Y = YaEa ∈ Sec1(E,π,M). A change ({Eµ}, {Ea}) �→
({Ẽµ}, {Ẽa}), given via(3.29), entails

Γ abµ �→ Γ̃ abµ = Bνµ([Bef ]−1)ac(Γ
c
dνB

d
b + Eν(B

c
b)), (3.49)

as a result of(3.48). In a more compact matrix form, the last result reads

Γ̃µ = BνµB
−1 · (Γν · B + Eν(B)) (3.49′)

with Γµ := [Γ a
bµ

], Γ̃µ := [Γ̃ abµ], andB := [Bab].
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Thus, if we identify the 3-index coefficients of∆h, defined by(3.34), with the components
of ∇, defined by(3.48),11 then the quantities(3.43′) and (3.49′) must coincide, which
immediately leads to the equality(3.44). Therefore

(eµ, ea) �→ (ẽµ, ẽa) = (eν, eb) ·
[

Bνµ ◦ π 0

((BνµEν(B
b
d)(B

−1)dc ) ◦ π)uc Bba ◦ π

]∣∣∣∣∣
B=[Bba]

(3.50)

is the most general transformation between frames inT (E) such that the frames adapted to
them are compatible with the linear connection and the covariant derivative corresponding
to it. In particular, such are all frames{∂/∂uI} in T (E) induced by some vector bundle
coordinates{uI} on E as the vector fibre coordinates transform in a linear way likeua �→
ũa = (Bab ◦ π) · ub; the rest members of the class of frames mentioned are obtained from
them via(3.50)with eI = ∂/∂uI and some non-degenerate matrix-valued functions [Bνµ]
andB.

If {XI} (resp.{X̃I}) is the frame adapted to a frame{eI} (resp.{ẽI}), then the change
{eI} �→ {ẽI}, given by(3.50), entails{XI} �→ {X̃I} with {X̃I} given by(3.28)(see(3.21)
and (3.22)). Since the last transformation is tantamount to the change

({Eµ}, {Ea}) �→ ({Ẽµ}, {Ẽa}) (3.51)

of the basis ofX(M) × Sec (E,π,M) corresponding to{XI} via (3.27)–(3.29)), we can
say that the transition(3.51) induces the change(3.49)of the 3-index coefficients of the
connection∆h. Exactly the same is the situation one meets in the literature[21,13,14]when
covariant derivatives are considered (and identified with connections).

Regardless that the change(3.50)of the frames inT (E) looks quite special, it is the most
general one that, through(3.22) and (3.27), is equivalent to an arbitrary change(3.51)of a
basis inX(M) × Sec (E,π,M), i.e. of a pair of frames inT (M) andE.

The above results, concerning linear connections on vector bundles, can be generalized
for affine connections on vector bundles.12 For instance, the analogue ofPropositions 3.1
reads.

11 Such an identification is justified by the definition of∇ via the parallel transport assigned to∆h or via a
projection, generated by∆h, of a suitable Lie derivative onX(E)—see[19].
12 Usually the affine connections are defined on affine bundles[21,16]. In vector bundles they can be introduced

as follows.

Definition 3.6. A connection on a vector bundle is termedaffine connection if the assigned to it parallel transport
P : γ �→ Pγ : π−1(γ(σ)) → π−1(γ(τ)) is an affine mapping along all pathsγ : [σ, τ] → M in the base space, i.e.

Pγ (ρX) = ρPγ (X) + (1 − ρ)Pγ (0), (3.52a)

Pγ (X+ Y ) = Pγ (X) + Pγ (Y ) − Pγ (0), (3.52b)

whereρ ∈ K,X, Y ∈ π−1(γ(σ)), and0 is the zero vector in the fibreπ−1(γ(σ)), which is aK-vector space.

An affine connection for whichPγ (0) is the zero vector inπ−1(γ(τ)) is a linear connection and vice versa—see
Definition 3.5.
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Proposition 3.2. Let ∆h be an affine connection on a vector bundle (E,π,M) and {Xµ}
be the frame adapted for ∆h to a frame {eI} such that {ea} is a basis for ∆v and

(eµ, ea)|U = (∂ν, ∂b) ·
[

Bνµ ◦ π 0

(Bbcµ ◦ π) · uc Bba ◦ π

]

= ((Bνµ ◦ π)∂ν + ((Bbcµ ◦ π) · uc)∂b, (Bba ◦ π)∂b), (3.53)

where ∂I := ∂/∂uI for some local bundle coordinates {uI} = {uµ = xµ ◦ π, ub = Eb} on
U ⊆ E, [Bνµ] and [Bba] are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions on U,andBbcµ : U → K.
Then the 2-index coefficients Γ aµ of ∆h in {XI} have the representation

Γ aµ = −(Γ abµ ◦ π) · ub +Gaµ ◦ π (3.54)

on U for some functions Γ abµ,G
a
µ : U → K.

Remark 3.3. The representation(3.54)is not valid for frames more general than the ones
given by(3.53). Precisely, Eq.(3.54) is valid if and only if (3.53) holds for some local
coordinates{uI} on U—see(3.23).

Proof. Writing (3.23)for the transformation{∂I} �→ {eI}, with {eI} given by(3.53), we
get(3.54)with

Γ abµ = ([Bed ]
−1)ac(

∂Γ cbνB
ν
µ + Bcbµ), Gaµ = ([Bed ]

−1)
a

b
∂GbνB

ν
µ,

where∂Γ abν and∂Gbν are defined via the 2-index coefficients∂Γ aµ of∆h in the frame adapted
to the coordinates{uI} via ∂Γ aµ = −(∂Γ abµ ◦ π) · Eb +∂ Gaµ ◦ π, which is the general form
of the 2-index coefficients, in such a frame, of an affine connection. The last assertion can
be proved similarly toLemma 3.1. �

Let {XI} and{X̃I} be frames adapted to{eI} and{ẽI}, respectively, with (cf.(3.53))

(ẽµ, ẽa) = (eν, eb) ·
[

Bνµ ◦ π 0

(Bbcµ ◦ π) · uc Bba ◦ π

]
, (3.55)

in which (3.54) holds for∆h. Then, due to(3.23) and (3.54), the pairs (Γ abµ,G
a
µ) and

(Γ̃ abµ, G̃
a
µ) for ∆h in respectively{XI} and{X̃I} are connected by

Γ̃ abµ = ([Bef ]−1)ac(Γ
c
dνB

ν
µ + Bcdµ)Bdb, (3.56a)

G̃aµ = ([Bef ]−1)abG
b
νB

ν
µ. (3.56b)

From here and(3.43), we conclude thatΓ abν are coefficients of a linear connection on the
same bundle. We call itcorresponding to the affine connection under consideration.

Remark 3.4. It can be proved that the transformation{eI} �→ {ẽI}, with {ẽI} given by
(3.55), is the most general one that preserves the existence of the relation(3.54) for ∆h

provided it holds in{eI}.
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4. Normal frames: general case

In the theory of linear connections on a manifold, the normal frames are defined as frames
in the tangent bundle space in which the connections’ (3-index) coefficients vanish on some
subset of the manifold[21,14,6–9]. The definition of normal frames for a connection on a
vector bundle is practically the same, the only difference being that these frames are in the
bundle space, not in the tangent bundle space over the base space[10]. The present section
is devoted to the introduction of normal frames for general connections on fibre bundles
and some their properties.

To save some space and for brevity, in what follows we shall not indicate explicitly that
the frames{eI} = {eµ, ea}, with respect to which the adapted frames are defined, are such
that{ea} is a (local) basis for the vertical distribution∆v on the bundle considered.

Definition 4.1. Given a connection∆h on a bundle (E,π,M) and a subsetU ⊆ E. A
frame {XI} in T (E) adapted to a frame {eI} in T (E) and defined over an open subsetV of E
containing or equal toU, V ⊇ U, is callednormal for ∆h over/on U (relative to {eI}) if all
(2-index) coefficientsΓ aµ of∆h vanish in it everywhere onU. Respectively,{XI} is normal

for ∆h along a mapping g : Q → E,Q �= ∅, if {XI} is normal for∆h over the setg(Q).

Let {XI} be the frame inT (E) adapted to a frame{eI} in T (E) over an open subset
V ⊆ E. Then the frame{X̃I} in T (E) adapted to a frame{ẽI}, given by(3.21), in T (E) over
the same subsetV is normal for∆h overU ⊆ V if and only if

(AνµΓ
b
ν − Abµ)|U = 0, (4.1)

due to(3.22) and (3.23). SinceΓ bµ depend only on∆h and{eI}, the existence of solutions
of (4.1), relative toAνµ andAbµ, and their properties are completely responsible for the
existence and the properties of frames normal for∆h overU. For that reason, we call(4.1)
the (system of) equation(s) of the normal frames for∆h over U or simply thenormal frame
(system of) equation(s) (for ∆h overU).

In the most general case, when no additional restrictions on the frames considered are
imposed, the normal frames Eq.(4.1) is a system ofnr linear algebraic equations for
nr + n2 variables and, consequently, it has a solution depending onn2 independent param-
eters. In particular, if we choose the functionsAνµ : U → K (with det[Aνµ] �= 0,∞) as such
parameters, we can write the general solution of(4.1)as

({Aνµ}, {Abµ})|U = ({Aνµ}, {Γ bν Aνµ})|U. (4.2)

It should be noted, Eq.(4.1)or its general solution(4.2)defines the frame{ẽI} and the
frame{X̃I} adapted to{ẽI} only onU and leaves them completely arbitrary onV \ U, if it
is not empty.

Proposition 4.1. Let {XI} be the frame adapted to a frame {eI} in T (V ) ⊆ T (E) defined
over an open set V ⊆ E and Γ aµ be the coefficients of a connection ∆h in {XI}. Then all

frames {X̃I}, normal on U ⊆ V for the connection∆h, are adapted to frames {ẽI} given on
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U by

ẽµ|U = (Aνµ(eν + Γ bν eb))|U ẽa|U = (Abaeb)|U. (4.3)

where [Aνµ] and [Aba] are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions on V which are constant
on the fibres of (E,π,M). Moreover, the frame {X̃I} adapted on V to {ẽI}, given by (4.3)
(and hence normal on U), is such that

X̃µ|U = (AνµXν)|U = ẽµ|U, X̃a|U = (AbaXb)|U = ẽa|U. (4.4)

Proof. Apply (3.22), (3.21), and (3.19)for the choice(4.2). �

Eqs.(4.4)are not accidental as it is stated by the following assertion.

Proposition 4.2. The frame {X̃I} in T (E) adapted to a frame {ẽI} in T (E) and defined
over an open set V ⊆ E is normal on U ⊆ V if and only if on U is fulfilled

X̃I |U = ẽI |U. (4.5)

Proof. Apply (3.19) or (3.22)andDefinition 4.1. �

Thus one can equivalentlydefine the normal frames as adapted frames that coincide on
some set with the frames they are adapted to or as frames (in the tangent bundles space over
the bundle space) that coincide on some set with the frames adapted to them.

Since any specialized frame is adapted to itself (seeDefinition 3.3 and (3.18), with
DJI = δJI ), the sets of normal, specialized, and adapted frames are identical.

As we see fromProposition 4.1, which gives a complete description of the normal frames,
the theory of normal frames in the most general setting is trivial. It becomes more interesting
and richer if the class of frames{eI}, with respect to which are defined the adapted frames,
is restricted in one or other way. To the theory of normal frames, adapted to such restricted
classes of frames inT (E), are devoted the next two sections.

5. Normal frames adapted to holonomic frames

The class of holonomic frames induced by local coordinates onE (see Section3.2) is
the most natural class of frames inT (E) relative to which the adapted, in particular normal,
frames are defined. To specify the consideration of the previous section to normal frames
adapted to local coordinates onE, we seteI = ∂/∂uI andẽI = ∂/∂ũI , where{uI} and{ũI}
are local coordinates onE whose domains have a non-empty intersectionV andU ⊆ V .
Then the matrix [AJI ] in (4.1)is given by(3.3)(as{eI} �→ {ẽI} reduces to(3.2)), so that the
normal frame Eq.(4.1) reduces to thenormal coordinates equation (see also(3.26))(

∂ũa

∂ub
Γ bµ + ∂ũa

∂uµ

)∣∣∣∣
U

= 0, (5.1)

due to(3.1), which is a first order system ofnr linear partial differential equations on U
relative to ther unknown functions{ũn+1, . . . , ũn+r}.
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Since the connection∆h is supposed given and fixed, such are its coefficientsΓ bµ in
{∂/∂uI}. Therefore the existence, uniqueness and other properties of the solutions of(5.1)
strongly depend on the setU (which is in the intersection of the domains of the local
coordinates{uI} and{ũI} on E).

Proposition 5.1. If the normal frame Eq. (5.1)has solutions, then all frames {X̃I} normal on
U ⊆ E and adapted to local coordinates, defined on an open set V ⊆ E such that V ⊇ U,
are described by

X̃µ|U = (AνµXν)|U = ∂

∂ũµ

∣∣∣∣
U

, X̃a|U = (AbaXb)|U = ∂

∂ũa

∣∣∣∣
U

, (5.2)

where {XI} is the frame adapted to some arbitrarily fixed local coordinates {uI}, defined
on an open set containing or equal to V, {ũI} are local coordinates with domain V and such
that ũa are solutions of (5.1), andAJI = ∂uJ/∂ũI on the intersection of the domains of {uI}
and {ũI}.

Proof. Apply Proposition 4.1for eI = ∂/∂uI and ẽI = ∂/∂ũI and then use(3.2) and
(3.3). �

This simple result gives a complete description of all normal frames, if any, adapted to
(local) holonomic frames. It should be understood clearly, normal onU is the frame{X̃I},
adapted to{∂/∂ũI} and coinciding with it onU, but not the frame{∂/∂ũI}; in particular, the
frame{∂/∂ũI} is holonomic while the frame{X̃I} need not to be holonomic, even onU, if
the connection considered does not satisfies some additional conditions, like the vanishment
of its curvature onU.

Consider now briefly the existence problem for the solutions of(5.1). To begin with, we
emphasize that in(5.1)enter only the fibre coordinates{ũa}, so that it leaves the basic ones
{ũµ} completely arbitrary.

Proposition 5.2. If E is of class C2, p ∈ E is fixed and U = {p}, then the general solution
of (5.1) is

ũa(q) = ga + gab{−Γ bµ(p)(qµ − pµ) + (qb − pb)} + faIJ (q)(qI − pI )(qJ − pJ ),(5.3)

where ga and gab are constants in K = R,C, det[gab] �= 0,∞, the point q is in the domain
V of {uI}, qI := uI (q), pI := uI (p), and faIJ are C2 functions on V such that they and their
first partial derivatives are bounded when qI → pI .

Proof. Expand ũa(q) = fa(u1(q), . . . , un(q), . . . , un+r(q)) = fa(q1, . . . , qn+r) into a
Taylor’s first order polynomial with remainder term quadratic in (qI − pI ) and insert the
result into(5.1). In this way one gets(5.3)with ga = ũa(p) andgab = (∂ũa/∂ub)|p. �

Now we would like to investigate the existence of solutions of(5.1)along pathsβ : J →
E, i.e. forU = β(J). The main result is formulated below asProposition 5.3. For its proof,
we shall need the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. Let γ : J → M be a regular C1 injective path in a C3 real manifold M.
For every s0 ∈ J , there exists a chart (U1, x) of M such that γ(s0) ∈ U1, x : U1 → J1 ×
R

dimRM−1 for some open subinterval J1 ⊆ J , s0 ∈ J1 and x(γ(s)) = (s, t0) for all s ∈ J1
and some fixed t0 ∈ RdimRM−1.

Proof. Let s0 ∈ J be a point inJ which is not an end point ofJ, if any, and (U, y) be a
chart withγ(s0) in its domain,U � γ(s0), andy : U → R

dimRM . From the regularity ofγ,
γ̇ �= 0, follows that at least one of the numbersγ̇1

y (s0), . . . , γ̇dimRM
y (s0), whereγiy := yi ◦ γ,

is non-zero. We, without lost of generality, choose this non-vanishing component to be
γ̇1
y (s0).13 Then, due to the continuity oḟγ (γ is of classC1) and according to the implicit

function theorem[22, Chapter III, Section 8], [13, Sections 1.37 and 1.38], [23, Chapter
10, Section 2], there exists anopen subintervalJ1 ⊆ J containings0, J1 � s0, and such that
γ̇1|J1 �= 0 and the restricted mappingγ1

y |J1 : J1 → γ1
y (J1) is aC1 diffeomorphism on its

image. Define a neighborhood

U1 := {p|p ∈ U, y1(p) ∈ γ1
y (J1)} = y−1(γ1

y (J1) × RdimRM−1) � γ(s0),

and a chart (U1, x) with local coordinate functions

x1 := (γ1
y |J1)−1 ◦ y1, xk := yk − γky ◦ x1 + tk0, k = 2, . . . ,dimRM, (5.4)

wheretk0 ∈ R are arbitrarily fixed constant numbers. Since∂x1/∂yj = (1/γ̇1
y )δ1j , ∂x

k/∂y1 =
−(γ̇ky /γ̇

1
y ) for k ≥ 2, and∂xk/∂yl = δkl for k, l ≥ 2, the Jacobian of the change{yi} → {xi} at

p ∈ U1 is 1/γ̇1(p) �= 0,∞. Consequentlyx : U1 → J1 × RdimRM−1 is really a coordinate
homeomorphism with coordinate functionsxi.

In the new chart (U1, x), the coordinates ofγ(s), s ∈ J1 are

γ1(s) := (x1 ◦ γ)(s) = s, γk(s) := (xk ◦ γ)(s) = tk0, k ≥ 2, (5.5)

i.e.x(γ(s)) = (s, t0) for somet0 = (t20, . . . , t
dimRM
0 ) ∈ RdimRM−1. �

Lemma 5.1means that the chart (U1, x) is so luckily chosen that the first coordinate in
it of a point alongγ coincides with the value of the corresponding path’s parameter, the
other coordinates being constant numbers. Moreover, inU1 the pathγ can be considered as
a representative of a family of pathsη(·, t) : J1 → M, t ∈ RdimRM−1, defined byη(s, t) :=
x−1(s, t) for (s, t) ∈ J1 × RdimRM−1; indeed,γ = η(·, t0) or γ(s) = η(s, t0), s ∈ J1 ⊆ J .

Proposition 5.3. Let∆h be aC1 connection on a realC3 bundle (E,π,M),n = dimM ≥ 1,
and r = dimπ−1(x) ≥ 1 for x ∈ M.Letβ : J → E be an injective regularC1 path such that
its tangent vector β̇(s) at s is not a vertical vector for all s ∈ J , β̇(s) �∈ ∆vβ(s); in particular,

the path β can be horizontal, i.e. β̇(s) ∈ ∆hβ(s) for all s ∈ J , but generally the vector β̇(s) can

13 If it happens thaṫγ1
y (s0) = 0 andγ̇ i0y (s0) �= 0 for somei0 �= 1, we have simply to renumber the local coordinates

to getγ̇1
y (s0) �= 0. Practically this is a transition to new coordinates{yi} → {zi} with z1 = yi0 and, for instance,

zi0 = y1 andzi = yi for i �= 1, i0, in which the first component oḟγ is non-zero. We suppose that, if required,
this coordinate change is already done. If occasionally it happens thatγ̇

j0
y (s) �= 0 for all s ∈ J and fixedj0, it is

extremely convenient to take this particular component ofγ̇ asγ̇1
y—see the next sentence.
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have also and a vertical component for some or all s ∈ J . Then, for every s0 ∈ J , there exist
a neighborhood U1 of the point β(s0) in E and bundle coordinates {ũI} on U1 which are
solutions of (5.1) for U = U1 ∩ β(J) = β(J1), with J1 := {s ∈ J : β(s) ∈ U1}, i.e. along
the restricted path β|J1. All such bundle coordinates {ũI} are given via Eq. (5.6).

Proof. Consider the chart (U1, u) with U1 � β(s0) provided byLemma 5.1for E andβ
instead ofM andγ, respectively. For anyp ∈ U1, there is a unique (s, t) ∈ J1 × RdimRE−1

such thatp = u−1(s, t), i.e., in the coordinates{uI} associated tou, the coordinates ofp are
u1(p) = s anduI (p) = tI ∈ R for I ≥ 2. Besides, we haveu(β(s)) = (s, t0) for all s ∈ J1
and some fixedt0 ∈ RdimRE−1.

Since β̇(s) is not a vertical vector for alls ∈ J , the coordinates{uI} can be chosen
to bebundle coordinates. For the purpose, in the proof of Lemma 5.1 one must choose
{yI} as bundle coordinates and to take forβ̇1

y(s0) any non-vanishing component between

β̇1
y(s0), . . . , β̇ny (s0), viz. if β̇1

y(s0) �= 0 the proof goes as it is written and, ifβ̇1
y(s0) = 0,

choose someµ0 such thaṫβµ0
y (s0) �= 0 and make, e.g., the changeβ̇1

y(s0) ↔ β̇
µ0
y (s0). This,

together with(5.4), with uI for xk, ensures that{yI} �→ {uI} is an admissible change, so
that{uI} are bundle coordinates if the initial coordinates{yI} are such ones.

Let {uI} be so constructed bundle coordinates andη := u−1, so thatβ(s) = η(s, t0).
Expanding ˜ua(η(s, t)) into a first order Taylor’s polynomial at the pointt0 ∈ K, we find the
general solution of(5.1), with U = β(J1) = U1 ∩ β(J), in the form

ũa(η(s, t)) = Ba(s) + Bab(s){−Γ bµ(β(s))[uµ(η(s, t)) − uµ(β(s))]

+ [ub(η(s, t)) − ub(β(s))]} + BaIJ (s, t; η)[uI (η(s, t))

− uI (β(s))][uJ (η(s, t)) − uJ (β(s))], (5.6)

whereBa, Bab : J1 → K = R, det[Bab] �= 0,∞, and theC1 functionsBaIJ and their first
partial derivatives are bounded whent → t0. (Notice, the terms withµ = 1 and/orI = 1
and/orJ = 1 do not contribute in(5.6) asu1(η(s, t)) ≡ s and, besides, the functionsBaIJ
can be taken symmetric inI andJ, BaIJ = BaJI .) �

Remark 5.1. If there iss0 ∈ J for which β̇(s0) is a vertical vector,̇β(s0) ∈ ∆vβ(s0), then

Proposition 5.3remains true with the only correction that the coordinates{uI} will not be
bundle coordinates. If this is the case, the constructed coordinates{ũI} will be solutions
of (5.1), but we cannot assert that they are bundle coordinates which are (locally) normal
alongβ in a neighborhood of the pointβ(s0).

Proposition 5.3can be generalized by requiringβ to be locally injective instead of
injective, i.e. for eachs ∈ J to exist a subintervalJs ⊆ J such thatJs � s and the restricted
pathβ|Js to be injective. Besides, if one needs a version of the above results for complex
bundles, they should be considered as real ones (with doubled dimension of the manifolds)
for which are applicable the above considerations.

Corollary 5.1. At any arbitrarily fixed point in E and/or along a given injective regular
C1 path in E, whose tangent vector is not vertical, there exist (possibly local, in the latter
case) normal frames.
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Proof. SeeDefinition 4.1,Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, and Eq.(5.1). If the path is not contained
in a single coordinate neighborhood, one should cover its image in the bundle space with
such neighborhoods and, then, to applyProposition 5.3; in the intersection of the coordinate
domains, the uniqueness (and, possibly, continuity or differentiability) of the normal frames
may be lost. �

Definition 5.1. Local bundle coordinates{ũI}, defined on an open setV ⊆ E, will be called
normal onU ⊆ V for a connection∆h if the frame{X̃I} in T (E) adapted to{∂/∂ũI} over
V is normal for∆h on U.

Corollary 5.1implies the existence of coordinates normal at a given point or (locally)
along a given injective path whose tangent vector is not vertical; in particular, there exist co-
ordinates normal along an injective horizontal path. However, normal coordinates generally
do not exist on more general subsets of the bundle spaceE. A criterion for existence of co-
ordinates normal on sufficiently general subsetsU ⊆ E, e.g. on ‘horizontal’ submanifolds,
is given byTheorem A.1in Appendix A. In particular, we have the following corollary from
this theorem.

Proposition 5.4. If ∆h is a C1 connection, U is an open set in E, and normal frames for
∆h on U exist, then there are holonomic such frames if ∆h is flat on U. Said otherwise, the
system of Eq. (5.1)may admit solutions on an open set U if

Raµν|U = 0, (5.7)

where

Raµν = ∂µ(Γ aν ) − ∂ν(Γ
a
µ) + Γ bµ∂b(Γ

a
ν ) − Γ bν ∂b(Γ

a
µ) = Xµ(Γ aν ) −Xν(Γ

a
µ) (5.8)

are the (fibre) components of the curvature of ∆h in some frame {XI} on E adapted to a
holonomic one (see also [19]).

Remark 5.2. However, in the general case the flatness of a connection on an open set is
only a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the existence of coordinates normal on
that set—seeTheorem A.1in Appendix A. Exceptions are the linear connections on vector
bundles—seeRemark A.3in Appendix A. One can easily show that part of the integrability
conditions for(5.1) for an open setU are

0 = ∂2ũa

∂uν∂uµ
− ∂2ũa

∂uµ∂uν
≡ ∂ũa

∂ub
Rbµν (5.9)

from whereProposition 5.4immediately follows. However, the flatness of the connection
on U generally does not imply the rest of the integrability conditions, viz.∂2ũa/∂ub∂uµ −
∂2ũa/∂uµ∂ub = 0 and∂2ũa/∂ub∂uc − ∂2ũa/∂uc∂ub = 0.

The combination ofPropositions 5.4 and 4.2implies the non-existence of coordinates
normal on an open set for non-flat (non-integrable) connections.
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6. Normal frames on vector bundles

The normal frames for covariant derivative operators (linear connections), other deriva-
tions, and linear transports along paths are known and studied objects in vector bundles
[10,11]. The goal of the present section is to be made a link between them and the general
theory of Section4.

Consider a linear connection∆h on a vector bundle (E,π,M), i.e. a connection the
assigned to which parallel transport is a linear mapping. Let the frame{eI} in T (E) be
given by(3.33)and{XI} be the frame adapted to{eI} for∆h. Then, byProposition 3.1, the
2- and 3-index coefficients of∆h are connected via(3.34) in which {ua} are vector fibre
coordinates.

Proposition 6.1. A frame {XI} is normal on U ⊆ E for a linear connection∆h if and only
if in it vanish the 3-index coefficients of ∆h on π(U) ⊆ M,

Γ aµ|
U

= 0 ⇐⇒ Γ abµ|
π(U)

= 0. (6.1)

Proof. Sinceun+1, . . . , un+r are 1-forms which are linearly independent for allp ∈ U,
the assertion follows from Eq.(3.34). �

CombiningProposition 6.1with (3.43), we see that the normal frame Eq.(4.1)in vector
bundle is equivalent to

(BνµΓ
a
bν + Babµ)|π(U) = 0 (6.2)

or to its matrix variant (see also(3.43′); Γν := [Γ abν], Bµ := [Babµ])

(BνµΓν + Bµ)|π(U) = 0. (6.2′)

Taking into account(6.2) and (3.42), we can assert that the frame{X̃I} adapted to the frame

(ẽµ, ẽa) = (eν, eb) ·
[

Bνµ ◦ π 0

−((BλµΓ
b
cλ) ◦ π) · uc Bba ◦ π

]
, (6.3)

where [Bνµ] and [Bab] are non-degenerate matrix-valued functions, is normal onU for ∆h

and hencẽXI = ẽI , by virtue ofProposition 4.2. Recall (see(3.21), (3.22), and (3.29)), the
change{eI} �→ {ẽI}, given by(6.3), entails{XI} �→ {X̃I}, where

X̃µ = (Bνµ ◦ π)Xν, X̃a = (Bba ◦ π)Xb, (6.4)

which is equivalent to{EI} �→ {ẼI} with
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Ẽµ = BνµEν, Ẽa = BbaEb. (6.5)

Here (see(3.27)) {Eµ = π∗|∆h (Xµ)} is a frame inT (M) and{Ea = v−1(Xa)} is a frame in
E.

Thus, if additional restriction are not imposed, the theory of normal frames in vector
bundles is rather trivial, which reflects a similar situation in general bundles, considered in
Section4. However, the really interesting and sensible case is when one considers frames
compatible with the covariant derivatives. As we know (see(3.44)), it corresponds to ar-
bitrary non-degenerate matrix-valued functions [Bνµ] andB = [Bab] and a matrix-valued
functionsBµ = [Bνbµ] given by

Bµ = Ẽµ(B) · B−1 = BνµEν(B) · B−1. (6.6)

In particular, such are all holonomic frames inT (E), locally induced by local coordinates
on E. Now the normal frames Eq.(6.2) (or (4.1)) reduces to

(Γµ · B + Eµ(B))|π(U) = 0. (6.7)

This equation leaves the frame{Ẽµ = π∗|∆h (Xµ)} in T (M) completely arbitrary and im-
poses restriction on the frame{Ẽa = v−1(Xa) = BbaEb} in E. This conclusion justifies the
following definition.

Definition 6.1. Given alinear connection∆h on avector bundle (E,π,M) and a subset
UM ⊆ M. A frame {Ea} in E, defined over an open setVM containingUM or equal to it,
VM ⊇ UM , is callednormal for ∆h over/on UM if their is a frame{XI} in T (E), defined
over an open setVE ⊆ E, which is normal for∆h over a subsetUE ⊆ E and such that
π(UE) = UM , π(VE) = VM , andEa = v−1(Xa), with the mappingv defined by(3.14).
Respectively,{Ea} is normal for∆h along a mappingg : QM → M, QM �= ∅, if {Ea} is
normal for∆h overg(QM).

Taking into accountDefinition 4.1, we see that the so-defined normal frames in the
bundle spaceE are just the ones used in the theory of frames normal for linear connections
in vector bundles[10,11,7–9].

It is quite clear, to any frame{XI} inT (E) normal overU ⊆ E, there corresponds a unique
frame{Ea = v−1(Xa)} in E normal overπ(U) ⊆ M. But, to a frame{Ea} in E normal over
π(U), there correspond infinitely many frames{XI} = {(π∗|∆h )−1(Eµ), v(Ea)} in T (E)
normal overU, where{Eµ} is an arbitrary frame inT (M) overπ(U). Thus the problems of
existence and (un)uniqueness of normal frames inT (E) is completely reduced to the same
problems for normal frames inE. The last kind of problems, as we noted at the beginning
of the present section, are known and investigated and the reader is referred to[10,11,7–9]
for their solutions and further details.

We emphasize that a normal frame{Ea} in E, as well as the basis{v(Ea)} for∆v, can be
holonomic as well as anholonomic (seeloc. cit.); at the same time, a normal frame{XI} in
T (E) is anholonomic unless some conditions hold, a necessary condition being the flatness
(integrability) of the horizontal distribution∆h.

Ending this section, let us say some words regarding frames normal for affine connections
on vector bundles.
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Proposition 6.2 (cf. Proposition 6.1). A frame {XI} is normal on U ⊆ E for an affine
connection ∆h, with 2-index coefficients (3.54)on U, if and only if in it is fulfilled

Γ abµ|π(U) = 0, (6.8a)

Gaµ|π(U) = 0. (6.8b)

Proof. The assertion follows fromDefinition 4.1, Eq.(3.54), and the linear independence
of the vector fibre coordinatesun+1, . . . , un+r, considered as 1-forms. �

Corollary 6.1. A necessary condition for existence of frames normal on U ⊆ E for an
affine connection is

Gaµ|π(U) = 0 (6.9)

in all adapted frames on U.

Proof. Use(6.8b) and (3.56b). �

Corollary 6.2. A necessary condition for existence of frames normal on U ⊆ E for an
affine connection is

Γ aµ|U = −{(Γ abµ ◦ π) · ub}|U (6.10)

in all adapted frames on U; in particular, if U is an open set, then (6.10)means that the
restriction of the connection considered on (U,π|U, π(U)) is a linear connection.

Proof. Apply Proposition 6.2andCorollary 6.1. �

Corollary 6.3. If an affine connection admits frames normal onU ⊆ E, then all of them are
normal on U for the linear connection, corresponding to it via Eq. (3.54), and vice versa.

Proof. UseCorollary 6.2andProposition 6.1. �

Thus, if the condition(6.9)is satisfied, the above results completely reduce the problems
of existence, (un)uniqueness and the properties of frames normal for affine connections to
the same problems for linear connections (that correspond to them).

7. Conclusion

In Section4, we saw that the theory of normal frames in the most general case is quite
trivial. This reflects the understanding that the more general a concept is, the less particular
properties it has, but the more concrete applications it can find if it is restricted somehow. This
situation was demonstrate when normal frames adapted to holonomic ones were considered;
e.g. they exist at a given point or along an injective horizontal path, but on an open set they
may exist only in the flat case. A feature of a vector bundle (E,π,M) is that the frames in
T (E) overE are in bijective correspondence with pairs of frames inE overM and inT (M)
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over M. This result allows the normal frames inT (E), if any, to be ‘lowered’ to ones in
E. From here a conclusion was made that the theory of frames inT (E) normal for linear
connections on a vector bundle is equivalent to the existing one of frames inE normal for
covariant derivatives in (E,π,M) [10,11].

It should be emphasized, the importance of the normal frames for the physics comes
from the fact that they are the mathematical object corresponding to the physical concept
of inertial frame of reference[24,10,25].
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Appendix A. Coordinates normal along injective mappings with non-vanishing
horizontal component

The purpose of this appendix is a multi-dimensional generalization ofProposition 5.3in
the real case,K = R. It is formulated below asTheorem A.1. For its proof we shall need a
result which is a multidimensional generalization ofLemma 5.1.

Lemma A.1. Let n ∈ N, M be a C3 manifold with dimM ≥ n, Jn be an open set in
R
n, and γ : Jn → M be C1 regular injective mapping. For every s0 ∈ Jn, there exists a

chart (U1, x) of M such that γ(s0) ∈ U1, x : U1 → Jn1 × RdimRM−n for some open subset
Jn1 ⊆ Jn, s0 ∈ Jn1 , and x(γ(s)) = (s, t0) for some fixed t0 ∈ RdimRM−n and all s ∈ Jn1 .

Proof. Let us choose arbitrary somes0 ∈ Jn and a chart (U, y) with U � γ(s0) andy :
U → R

dimRM . Since the regularity ofγ at s0 means that [(∂γiy/∂s
a)|
s0

] has maximal rank,

equal ton, we, without loss of generality, can suppose the coordinates{yi} to be taken such
that det[(∂γay /∂s

b)|
s0

] �= 0,∞.14 Then the implicit function theorem[13,22,23]implies the

existence of a subneighborhoodJn1 ⊆ Jn with Jn1 � s0 and such that the matrix [(∂γay /∂s
b)|
s
]

is non-degenerate fors ∈ Jn1 and the mapping

(γ1
y , . . . , γ

n
y )|Jn1 : Jn1 → (γ1

y (Jn1 ), . . . , γny (Jn1 )) ⊆ Rn,

with (γ1
y , . . . , γ

n
y )|Jn1 : s �→ (γ1

y (s), . . . , γny (s)) for s ∈ Jn1 , is aC1 diffeomorphism. Define
a chart (U1, x) of M with domain

U1 := {p|p ∈ U, ya(p) ∈ γay (Jn1 ), a = 1, . . . , n}
= y−1((γ1

y (Jn1 ), . . . , γny (Jn1 )) × RdimRM−n) � γ(s0) (A.1a)

14 If we start from a chart (U, z) for which the matrix [(∂γaz /∂s
b)|

s0
] is degenerate, we can make a coordinate

change{zi} → {yi} with yi = zαi , where the integersα1, . . . , αdimRM form a permutation of 1, . . . ,dimRM, such
that [(∂γay /∂s

b)|
s0

] is non-degenerate. (For the proof, see any book on matrices, e.g.[26,27].) Further, we suppose

that such a renumbering of the local coordinates is already done if required. (cf. Footnote 13).
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and local coordinate functionsxi given via

ya =: (γay
∣∣
Jn1

) ◦ (x1, . . . , xn), a = 1, . . . , n,

yk =: xk + (γky
∣∣
Jn1

) ◦ (x1, . . . , xn) − tk0, k = n+ 1, . . . ,dimRM, (A.1b)

where (x1, . . . , xn) : p �→ (x1(p), . . . , xn(p)), p ∈ U1, andtk0 ∈ R are constant numbers.
Since∂ya/∂xb = ∂γay /∂s

b, ∂ya/∂xk = δak for k ≥ n+ 1, ∂yk/∂xa = ∂γky/∂s
a for k ≥ n+

1, and∂yk/∂xl = δkl for k, l ≥ n+ 1, the Jacobian of the change{yi} → {xi} on U1 is
det[∂xi/∂yj] = (det[∂γay /∂s

b])−1 �= 0,∞. Consequentlyxi are really coordinate functions

andx : U1 → Jn1 × RdimRM−n is in fact coordinate homeomorphism.15 The coordinates
{xi} can be expressed through{yi} explicitly. Indeed, writing the first raw of(A.1b) as

(y1, . . . , yn) = (γ1
y |Jn1 , . . . , γ

n
y |Jn1 ) ◦ (x1, . . . , xn) = (γ1

y , . . . , γ
n
y )|Jn1 ◦ (x1, . . . , xn),

and using that (γ1
y , . . . , γ

n
y )|Jn1 is aC1 diffeomorphism and the second raw of(A.1b), we

find (cf. (5.4))

(x1, . . . , xn) = ((γ1
y , . . . , γ

n
y )|Jn1 )−1 ◦ (y1, . . . , yn),

xk = yk − (γky |Jn1 ) ◦ ((γ1
y , . . . , γ

n
y )|Jn1 )−1 ◦ (y1, . . . , yn) + tk0, k ≥ n+ 1.

(A.1b′)

Using(A.1), we see that in (U1, x) the local coordinates ofγ(s) for s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Jn1
are

γa(s) := xa(γ(s)) = sa, γk(s) := xk(γ(s)) = tk0, k ≥ n+ 1, (A.2)

i.e.x(γ(s)) = (s, t0) for some fixedt0 = (tn+1
0 , . . . , t

dimRM
0 ) ∈ RdimRM−n. �

Thus, in the chart (U1, x) or the coordinates{xi} constructed above, the firstn coor-
dinates of a point lying inγ(Jn), i.e. in γ(Jn1 ), coincide with the corresponding param-
eterss1, . . . , sn of γ, the remaining coordinates, if any, being constant numbers. This
conclusion allows locally, inU1, the mappingγ to be considered as a representative of
a family of mappingsη(·, t) : Jn1 → M, t ∈ RdimRM−n, defined byη(s, t) := x−1(s, t) for
(s, t) ∈ Jn1 × RdimRM−n. In fact, we haveγ = η(·, t0) or γ(s) = η(s, t0).16

Let (E,π,M) be aC3 bundle endowed withC1 connection∆h. Let k ∈ N, k ≤ dimM,
andJk be an open set inRk. Consider aC2 regular injective mappingβ : Jk → E such
that the vector fieldṡβα : s �→ β̇α(s) := (∂βI (s)/∂sα)(∂/∂uI )|β(s), with s := (s1, . . . , sk) ∈
Jk andα = 1, . . . , k, do not belong to the vertical distribution∆v, β̇α(s) �∈ ∆vβ(s) for all

s ∈ Jk; in particular, the mappingβ can be a horizontal mapping in a sense thatβ̇α(s) ∈ ∆hβ(s)

for all s ∈ Jk, but generally these vectors can have a vertical component too. Our aim is to

15 The so-constructed chart (U1, x) is, obviously, a multidimensional generalization of a similar chart defined in
the proof of Lemma 5.1—see the paragraph containing Eq.(5.4).
16 In [9] the existence ofη is taken as a given fact without proof.
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find the integrability conditions for the normal frame/coordinates Eq.(5.1)and its solutions,
if any, whenU = β(Jk1) for some subsetJk1 ⊆ Jk.

Let us take somes0 ∈ Jk and construct the chart (U1, u) with U1 � β(s0) provided by
Lemma A.1with E for M andβ for γ. If Jk1 := {s ∈ Jk : β(s) ∈ U1} andp ∈ U1, then there
is a unique (s, t) ∈ Jk1 × RdimRE−k such thatp = η(s, t) with η := u−1, i.e.uI (p) = sI for
I = 1, . . . , k anduI (p) = tI for I = k + 1, . . . , n+ r. Besides, we haveu(β(s)) = (s, t0)
for all s ∈ Jk1 and some fixedt0 ∈ RdimRE−k. Since the vector fieldṡβα, α = 1, . . . , k, are
not vertical, we can construct the coordinates{uI}, associated to the chart (U1, u), so that
they to bebundle coordinates onU1 (see the proof ofLemma A.1). Thus onU1 we have
bundle coordinates{uI} such that

(u1(η(s, t)), . . . , un+r(η(s, t))) := (s, t) ∈ Rn+r,
s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Jk1, t = (tk+1, . . . , tn+r) ∈ Rn+r−k. (A.3)

Let the indicesα andβ run from 1 tok and the indicesσ andτ take the values form
k + 1 ton; we setσ = τ = ∅ if k = n. Thus, we haveuα(η(s, t)) = sα, uσ(η(s, t)) = tσ , and
ua(η(s, t)) = ta.

Proposition A.1. Under the hypotheses made above, the normal frame/coordinates Eq.
(5.1)with U = β(Jk1) = β(Jk) ∩ U1 has solutions if and only if the system of equations(

∂Γ bα

∂uβ
− ∂Γ bβ

∂uα

)∣∣∣∣∣
β(s)

Bab(s) + Γ bα (β(s))
∂Bab(s)

∂sβ
− Γ bβ (β(s))

∂Bab(s)

∂sα
= 0, (A.4)

where Γ aµ are the 2-index coefficients of ∆h in {uI}, has solutions Bab : Jk1 → R with
det[Bab] �= 0,∞. Besides, if such solutions exist, then all solutions of (5.1) are given on
U1 by the formula

ũa(η(s, t)) = −
∫ s

s1

Bab(s)Γ
b
α (β(s)) dsα − Bab(s)Γ

b
µ(β(s))[uµ(η(s, t)) − uµ(β(s))]

+Bab(s)[ub(η(s, t)) − ub(β(s))] + faµν(s; t; η)[u
µ(η(s, t))

− uµ(β(s))][uν(η(s, t)) − uν(β(s))], (A.5)

where s1 ∈ Jk1 is arbitrarily fixed, Bab, with det[Bab] �= 0,∞, are solutions of (A.4), and the
functions faµν and their first partial derivatives are bounded when t → t0.

Remark A.1. As uα(η(s, t)) = uα(β(s)) ≡ sα for all α = 1, . . . , k, the terms withµ, ν =
1, . . . , k in (A.5) have vanishing contribution.

Remark A.2. Fork = 1, we haveα = β = 1, due to which Eqs.(A.4) are identically valid
andProposition A.1reduces toProposition 5.3.

Proof. To begin with, we rewrite(5.1)as

∂ũa

∂sα

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

= − ∂ũa

∂tb

∣∣∣∣
β(s)
Γ bα (β(s)),

∂ũa

∂tσ

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

= − ∂ũa

∂tb

∣∣∣∣
β(s)
Γ bσ (β(s)).
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Introducing a non-degenerate matrix-valued function [Bab] on Jk1 by

Bab(s) = ∂ũa

∂tb

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

= ∂ũa(s, t)

∂tb

∣∣∣∣
t=t0

, (A.6)

we see that(5.1) is equivalent to

∂ũa

∂sα

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

= −Bab(s)Γ bα (β(s)), α = 1, . . . , k, (A.7a)

∂ũa

∂tσ

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

= −Bab(s)Γ bσ (β(s)), σ = k + 1, . . . , n. (A.7b)

Expanding ˜ua(η(s, t)) into a Taylor’s polynomial up to second order terms relative to
(t − t0) about the pointt0 and using(A.6) and(A.7), we get:

ũa(η(s, t)) = fa(s) − Bab(s)Γ
b
σ (β(s))[tσ − tσ0 ] + Bab(s)[t

b − tb0]

+ faστ(s; t; η)[tσ − tσ0 ][ tτ − tτ0]

= fa(s) − Bab(s)Γ
b
µ(β(s))[uµ(η(s, t)) − uµ(β(s))]

+Bab(s)[ub(η(s, t)) − ub(β(s))]

+ faµν(s; t; η)[uµ(η(s, t)) − uµ(β(s))][uν(η(s, t)) − uν(β(s))], (A.8)

wherefa andfaµν areC1 functions andfaµν and their first partial derivatives are bounded
when t → t0. Eq. (A.7a) is the only condition that puts some restrictions onfa andBab
(besides det[Bab] �= 0,∞). Inserting(A.8) into (A.7a) and using thatβ(s) = η(s, t0), we
obtain

∂f a(s)

∂sα
= −Bab(s)Γ bα (β(s)). (A.9)

Thus the initial normal coordinates equation(5.1), with U = β(Jk1), has solutions if and
only if there exist solutions of(A.9) relative tofa and/orBab. The integrability conditions
for (A.9) are[20]

0 = ∂2fa

∂sβ∂sα
− ∂2fa

∂sα∂sβ
= − ∂

∂sβ
(BAb (s)Γ bα (s)) + ∂

∂sα
(BAb (s)Γ bβ (s)) = · · · ,

and coincide with(A.4), by virtue ofuα(β(s)) = sα. This result concludes the proof of the
fires part of the proposition.

If (A.4) admits solutionsBab with det[Bab] �= 0,∞, then the general solution of(A.9) is
fa(s) = − ∫ s

s1
Bab(s)Γ

b
α (β(s)) dsα for somes1 ∈ Jk1 and this solution is independent of the

integration path inJk1, due to(A.4). �

Lemma A.2. Let (E,π,M) be a C3 bundle endowed with C2 connection with coefficients
Γ aµ in the frame adapted to local coordinates {ui}, defined before Proposition A.1. There
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exist solutionsBab with det[Bab] �= 0,∞ of the system of Eq. (A.4) if and only if the coefficients
Γ aµ satisfy the equations

Raαβ(β(s)) = 0, s ∈ Jk1, (A.10a)(
Γ dα

∂2Γ cβ

∂ub∂ud
− Γ dβ

∂2Γ cα

∂ub∂ud

)∣∣∣∣∣
β(s)

= 0, s ∈ Jk1, (A.10b)

in which Raµν are the (fibre) components in {uI} of the curvature of ∆h, defined by (5.8).
If the conditions (A.10) are valid, the set of the solutions of (A.4) coincides with the set of
solutions of the system

∂Bab(s)

∂sα
= −Bac (s)

∂Γ cα

∂ub

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

+ ∂Dab(s)

∂sα
(A.11)

relative to Bab, where Dab are solutions of(
Γ bα (β(s))

∂

∂sβ
− Γ bβ (β(s))

∂

∂sα

)
Dab(s) = 0. (A.12)

Proof. Consider the integrability condition(A.4) for (5.1)in more details. Define functions
Dabα : Jk1 → K = R via the equation

∂Bab(s)

∂sα
= −Bac (s)

∂Γ cα

∂ub

∣∣∣∣
β(s)

+Dabα(s). (A.13)

The substitution of this equality into(A.4) results in

Rbβα(β(s))Bab(s) − Γ bα (β(s))Dabβ(s) + Γ bβ (β(s))Dabα(s) = 0,

whereRaαβ are the (fibre) components in{uI} of the curvature of∆h, defined by(5.8).
The simple observation that{ũα, ũa}, if they exist as solutions of(5.1), are normal coor-
dinates on the whole bundle space of the restricted bundle (U,π|U, π(U)) with U = β(Jk1)
leads to

Raαβ(β(s)) = 0, s ∈ Jk1, (A.14)

by virtue ofProposition 5.4. Therefore the previous equation reduces to

Γ bα (β(s))Dabβ(s) − Γ bβ (β(s))Dabα(s) = 0. (A.15a)

It is clear that(A.13)–(A.15a)are equivalent to(A.4). Consequently, the quantitiesDabα
must be solutions of(A.15a)while theC1 functionsBab have to be solutions of(A.13). The
integrability conditions (∂2/∂sβ∂sα − ∂2/∂sα∂sβ)Bab(s) = 0 for (A.13) can be written as17

17 At this point one should require∆h to be of classC2 which is possible if the manifoldsE andM are of class
C3.
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(
− ∂2Γ cα

∂uβ∂ub
+ ∂2Γ cβ

∂uα∂ub
+ ∂Γ dα

∂ub

∂Γ cβ

∂ud
− ∂Γ dβ

∂ub

∂Γ cα

∂ud

)∣∣∣∣∣
β(s)

Bac (s)

+ ∂Dabα(s)

∂sβ
− ∂Dabβ(s)

∂sα
= 0,

which conditions split into

0 = ∂Dabα(s)

∂sβ
− ∂Dabβ(s)

∂sα
, (A.15b)

0 =
(

− ∂2Γ cα

∂uβ∂ub
+ ∂2Γ cβ

∂uα∂ub
+ ∂Γ dα

∂ub

∂Γ cβ

∂ud
− ∂Γ dβ

∂ub

∂Γ cα

∂ud

)∣∣∣∣∣
β(s)

=
(

−Γ dα
∂2Γ cβ

∂ub∂ud
+ Γ dβ

∂2Γ cα

∂ub∂ud

)∣∣∣∣∣
β(s)

, (A.16)

where(A.14) and (5.8)were applied in the derivation of the second equality in(A.16).
Since the system of Eqs.(A.15)always has solutions, e.g.Dbbα(s) = 0, we can assert that

(A.14) and (A.16)are the integrability conditions for(A.4) and, if (A.14) and (A.16)hold,
every solution of(A.13), withDabα satisfying(A.15), is a solution of(A.4) and vice versa.

At the end, the only unproved assertion is thatDabα in (A.13) equals to∂α(Dab) with Dab
satisfying(A.12). Indeed, sinceJk1 is an open set and hence is contractible one, the Poincaré’s
lemma (see[28, Section 6.3]or [29, pp. 21, 106]) implies the existence of functionsDab on
Jk1 such thatDbbα(s) = ∂α(Dab)(s), due to(A.15b); inserting this result into(A.15a), we get
(A.12). �

Remark A.3. Regardless that the conditions(A.10b)look quite special, they are identically
valid for connections with

Γ aα = −(Γ abα ◦ π) · ub +Gaα ◦ π, (A.17)

whereΓ abα andGaα areC2 functions onπ(β(Jk)). In particular, of this kind are the affine
and linear connections on vector bundles—seePropositions 3.1 and 3.2.

At last, we shall formulate the main result of the above considerations as a combination
of Proposition A.1andLemma A.2.

Theorem A.1. Let (E,π,M) be a C3 bundle endowed with a C2 connection. Under the
hypotheses made and notation introduced before Proposition A.1, there exist solutions of
the normal frame/coordinates Eq. (5.1) if and only if the connection’s coefficients satisfy
Eqs. (A.10). If these equations hold, all coordinates normal on β(Jk1) are given on U1 by
(A.5), where Bab are solutions of (A.11), with Dab being solutions of (A.12).

Remark A.4. If there ares0 ∈ Jk andα ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that the vectoṙβα(s0) is a vertical
vector,β̇α(s0) ∈ ∆vβ(s0), thenTheorem A.1remains true with the only correction that the
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coordinates{uI} will not be bundle coordinates. If this is the case, the constructed coordi-
nates{ũI} will be solutions of(5.1), but we cannot assert that they are bundle coordinates
which are (locally) normal alongβ in a neighborhood of the pointβ(s0).

Theorem A.1provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of local
coordinates in a neighborhood ofβ(s0) for anys0 ∈ Jk which are locally normal alongβ,
i.e. onβ(Jk1) for some open subsetJk1 ⊆ Jk containings0. Moreover, if this condition is
valid, the theorem describes locally all coordinates normal alongβ.

Theorem A.1can be generalized by requiringβ to be locally injective instead of injective,
i.e. for eachs ∈ J to exist subsetJks ⊆ Jk such thatJks � s and the restricted mappingβ|Jks
to be injective. Besides, if one needs a version of the above results for complex bundles,
they should be considered as real ones (with doubled dimension of the manifolds) for which
are applicable the above considerations.
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